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All Verb 7s- Y 

YABBERS ABBERSY YABBER, to jabber (to talk rapidly) [v] 

YACHTED ACDEHTY YACHT, to sail in yacht (vessel used for pleasure cruising or racing) [v] 

YACKING ACGIKNY YACK, to yak (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [v] 

YAFFING AFFGINY YAFF, to bark (to cry like dog) [v] 

YAKKING AGIKKNY YAK, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

YAMMERS AEMMRSY YAMMER, to whine or complain peevishly [v] 

YANKING AGIKNNY YANK, to pull suddenly [v] 

YAPPING AGINPPY YAP, to bark shrilly [v] 

YARDING ADGINRY YARD, to put in yard (tract of ground adjacent to building) [v] 

YARNING AGINNRY YARN, to tell long story [v] 

YATTERS AERSTTY YATTER, to talk idly [v] 

YAUPING AGINPUY YAUP, to yawp (to utter loud, harsh cry) [v] 

YAWLING AGILNWY YAWL, to yowl (to utter loud, long, mournful cry) [v] 

YAWNING AGINNWY YAWN, to open mouth wide with deep inhalation of air [v] 

YAWPING AGINPWY YAWP, to utter loud, harsh cry [v] 

YEANING AEGINNY YEAN, to bear young [v] 

YEARNED ADEENRY YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

YEASTED ADEESTY YEAST, to foam (to form foam (light, bubbly, gas and liquid mass)) [v] 

YELLING EGILLNY YELL, to cry out loudly [v] 

YELLOWS ELLOSWY YELLOW, to make or become yellow [v] 

YELPING EGILNPY YELP, to utter sharp, shrill cry [v] 

YENNING EGINNNY YEN, to yearn (to have strong or deep desire) [v] 

YERKING EGIKNRY YERK, to beat vigorously [v] 

YESSING EGINSSY YES, to give affirmative reply to [v] 

YEUKING EGIKNUY YEUK, to itch (to have uneasy or tingling skin sensation) [v] 

YIELDED DDEEILY YIELD, to give up [v] 

YIPPING GIINPPY YIP, to yelp (to utter sharp, shrill cry) [v] 

YIRRING GIINRRY YIRR, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] 

YOCKING CGIKNOY YOCK, to laugh boisterously [v] 

YODELED DDEELOY YODEL, to sing with fluctuating voice [v] 

YODLING DGILNOY YODLE, to yodel (to sing with fluctuating voice) [v] 

YOMPING GIMNOPY YOMP, to march with heavy equipment over difficult terrain [v] 

YOUTHEN EHNOTUY to make youthful [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

YOWLING GILNOWY YOWL, to utter loud, long, mournful cry [v] 

YUCKING CGIKNUY YUCK, to yuk (to laugh loudly) [v] 

YUKKING GIKKNUY YUK, to laugh loudly [v] 

YUPPIFY FIPPUYY to make appealing to yuppies [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

 


